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The comprehensive national competition of economy and technology has 
become increasingly intense. Education especially the development of higher 
education is the key metrics in international competitiveness. Since the mid-18th 
century，the United States, which has a high level of higher education popularity, has 
been the world center of higher education, Established the modern concept of higher 
education, and make the coordinated development of the scale, structure, quality and 
efficiency of higher education. In a word, the United States has internationally been 
recognized as a powerful higher education country, and has a strong model, which is 
also of important reference to realize the building of strong higher education in 
China.  
This dissertation selects American Higher Education as the research subject, 
and the main contents include the following parts: First, The dissertation focuses on 
the conception analysis of the big higher education country and the powerful higher 
education country and the main features of the both; Secondly, according to research 
needs, American Higher Education is divided into three periods, and then the 
dissertation analyze and summarize the features for each development period; 
Finally, on the basis of the above study, the dissertation make a total summary on the 
developmental characteristics of the powerful American Higher Education, and then 
conclude the enlightenments which is useful to the building of strong higher 
education in China.  
The main conclusions of the dissertation: The study finds out that the 
formation of powerful American higher education is a natural process, but this does 
not mean that the United States higher education becomes strong spontaneously 
without any external forces, but the combination of inside and outside forces of 
higher education leads to the realization of the powerful American higher education. 
First, the construction of the has times features, ladder structure and continuity; 
Second, American powerful higher education is accompanied by powerful 















transcending are the fundamental factors for American higher education beyond 
others; Fourth, the diversion development of American higher education achieve the 
organic unity of structure and function; Fifth, a strong support system is the solid 
backing of the United States strengthening higher education; Sixth, the 
internationalization of American higher education is one of the important methods to 
keep the world's first level. 
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